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It’s not uncommon for January to be a difficult time to assess cattle and beef markets.  This year 
started with most cattle and beef markets near record levels and considerable uncertainty about 
what to expect in 2015.  Beef markets in January are assessing post-holiday beef demand to 
determine beef movement during the holidays and demand in the New Year.  The holidays 
typically cause some disruption in beef pipelines that must be replenished in January making it 
more difficult to assess underlying demand.  Wholesale beef prices have been strong since the 
beginning of the year with Choice boxed beef increasing $16/cwt. to the highest levels since 
record levels last August before pulling back to $260/cwt. late last week.  Cattle slaughter has 
been low so far in January and carcass weights, though still sharply higher than a year ago, are 
down from record levels late last year leading to reduced beef production.  Winter weather in 
early January impacted feedlot performance and delayed fed marketings. 
  
Fed cattle prices increased the first week of the year to over $170/cwt. before dropping back last 
week to $164/cwt.  Cash fed cattle markets continue to be pressured by a sharp selloff in live 
cattle futures.  Since the beginning of the year, February Live Cattle futures have dropped about 
$12/cwt. leaving the current February contract priced roughly $10/cwt. below current fed cash 
prices.  While most agree that cattle futures are oversold, the futures weakness creates a sharp 
contrast to high feedlot breakevens, which will continue rising for another month or 
two.  Feedlots are facing negative margins with cash prices lower than breakevens and even 
weaker Live Cattle futures contributing to moderate feeder cattle demand at this time. 
  
Feeder cattle markets have been likewise pressured by continued fund liquidation in feeder 
futures.  After filling in the gaps left by the pre-Christmas drop in the first week of January, 
Feeder futures have dropped sharply again with more selling pressure. Until longs in the futures 
market that want out are done selling, Feeder futures will remain weak.   January is not a strong 



feeder demand time and the futures weakness has spilled over into cash feeder markets.  As with 
Live Cattle futures, Feeder futures are oversold and are expected to recover going 
forward.  Feeder market fundamentals have not changed and feeder supplies remain tight. 
  
Moving into the last part of January the market situation should clarify somewhat and markets 
will be more likely to get back on the same page.  New data in the form of the monthly Cattle on 
Feed report this week and the much anticipated annual Cattle report on January 30 will help sort 
out the supply situation for the near term and going forward this year.  More winter storms this 
past weekend are most likely to impact demand and will add some uncertainty in the coming 
days.  Winter weather typically adds uncertainty to both supply and demand this time of year and 
that potential will continue for several more weeks.  The ongoing weakness in Live and Feeder 
Cattle futures markets, which is driven more by external factors, including sharply lower energy 
prices, is likely to pass in the near future and futures markets will likely revalue relative to cash 
market fundamentals.  Beyond the mixed signals of January markets, 2015 cattle and beef 
markets are likely to be more about consolidating current market levels compared to the strong 
market uptrends of 2014.  Tight supplies will continue to pressure cattle and beef supplies and 
may well lead yet to new record prices, but markets in 2015 are more likely to be more about 
maintaining current price levels than trending up. 
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One popular industry publication listed an Oklahoma State University Extension Bulletin as one 
of 6 most important pieces of equipment needed for producers during the calving season.  The 
bulletin mentioned was Oklahoma State University Extension Circular E-1006, “Calving Time 
Management for Beef Cows and Heifers”.  This circular is free to download and should be 
recommended reading and reviewing before each calving season.  Every member of the family 
and hired staff that will be involved with watching cows and heifers during the calving season 
should read this bulletin.  
  
“Calving Time Management for Beef Cows and Heifers” discusses the 3 stages of a normal 
calving and then the causes and impacts of a difficult birth (dystocia).  A thorough discussion of 
the signs of impending calving is followed by a description of when and how to examine a cow 
to determine the need for intervention.  Detailed diagrams of most of the potential abnormal 
presentations are included with descriptions of necessary manipulations that will be required 
before the calf can be delivered.  Proper placement of the obstetrical chains and the advantages 
of rotating the calf to ease passage through the pelvic opening are important sections to read. 
  
“Dos” and “Don’ts” of treating retained placentas and understanding prolapses are other 
important topics that beef producers will want to review.  The last page of “Calving Time 
Management for Beef Cows and Heifers” is a gestation table that will list the estimated “due 
date” for each potential breeding date.  
  

https://mail.okstate.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=TTAXEQKYHUi2eFrbhffU8NytX9JlCNIIurEYunsWbsWuBWXhP3GTjdbw_0EzaupA9g_sIzIMWsM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fpods.dasnr.okstate.edu%2fdocushare%2fdsweb%2fGet%2fDocument-9389%2fE-1006web2014.pdf
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https://mail.okstate.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=TTAXEQKYHUi2eFrbhffU8NytX9JlCNIIurEYunsWbsWuBWXhP3GTjdbw_0EzaupA9g_sIzIMWsM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fpods.dasnr.okstate.edu%2fdocushare%2fdsweb%2fGet%2fDocument-9389%2fE-1006web2014.pdf


Before the first heifer of the 2015 calving season needs help, take time to read and study this free 
document.  Some of this information may very well help you save one or more of those valuable 
calves at calving time.  The link to this bulletin 
is: http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-9389/E-1006web2014.pdf 
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